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From the President
Key features of Cantella’s advisory
platform include:

During the past year we’ve invested heavily in our people,
technology, and infrastructure. We offer financial advisors
a committed and engaged partner, a best-in-class support

• Firm wide launch in March

package for RIAs and tri-party clearing arrangements, and

• Simplified, uniform and DOL friendly pricing
structure across our three clearing firm platforms

we’re growing into an industry leader in technology. The result
has been off the charts interest in Cantella as a potential
partner for advisors, RIAs, and other broker/dealers.

• Risk profiling, manager selection and/or
model building, rebalancing and block trading
and rebalancing, performance reporting, risk
monitoring and alerts

» We saw assets under management increase by 19%
» Advisory asset growth of 26%
» 15% revenue growth

• Customized proposal generation with risk
budget
• Best of breed strategist model portfolios
included in the pricing

In my nearly 18 years at Cantella, we’ve never been more proud
of our team, more energized at our prospects, or more excited

• Ability to blend financial advisor as portfolio
manager models and strategist models inside
a single brokerage account (UMA account
structure)

about the quality of the tools and service we provide to our
existing partners. In 2018, our mission will be to continue to
execute. Our new advisory platform, the launch of e-signature
and updated workflow capabilities, and our continued efforts
in helping you define and execute on your strategies for 2018

• Freedom to manage assets on a discretionary
or non-discretionary basis

are critical parts of that mission.

• Performance reporting

We recognize that growth without sustainability is fleeting,
and that recruitment without relationships is futile. That’s why
we’ve built service into the DNA of our growth strategy, with
investments that help us maintain the personal service we’re
known for with the scalability and support that you need.

Al DeVincent and Diane Hawkins bring nearly four decades
Here’s a closer look at what’s been going on behind the scenes.

of expertise in compliance. Their contributions are already
being felt as we continue to enhance and streamline our
compliance services for advisors. We also added an additional

A Time for Investment

full time developer role to our IT department and welcomed
Jay Lenaghan to our Business Development team.

You may have already seen or talked to some of the new faces
we recruited last year. Jeff Hickey brings 18 years of experience

Technology has been another key element of our growth

to our trading desk, and Randee Schultze is a 25-year veteran

strategy. In any business, scalable and efficient growth is

of operations. Jeff and Randee are helping us build scale and

key. You must have the ability to continually deliver quality

support to ensure that we remain prompt, resilient, and strong

operational support and consistent service; otherwise growth

in these areas.

can become a recipe for disaster.
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A Time for Commitment

We are preparing for a first quarter pilot of Tabula, our
next generation e-signature and workflow tool. We
have dedicated 2 full-time programmers to this effort,
which has been under active development for more
than 2 years. We have worked to re-engineer our
workflow to improve efficiency for both our office and
yours. Highlights of the system include:

We’re looking to continue our strong growth and share the
benefits of it with our advisors.
Crucial to that effort is communication and teamwork with our
branch offices. To serve you better, it’s critical to know about
your strategies, initiatives, and concerns. We’ve had increasing
numbers of conversations about adding junior advisors,

• Paperless processing for all 3 clearing firms for
most transactions

identifying new growth strategies, looking ahead to succession
planning, and continued growth in the migration to advisory

• End-to-end electronic process from your client to
the clearing firm

business.

• Enhanced granularity and transparency while
items are in workflow

To lead these efforts, Jim Freeman has taken the reins as

• Secure process for clients to provide information
that avoids transmission of client data via email

for the job, as he has built a career on knowing the ins and

our Chief Relationship Officer. There’s no better person
outs of the business, not to mention his understanding and
commitment to our advisors. He’ll be helping advisors develop

• Support for clients who want to sign on paper,
while allowing you to e-sign and leverage the
paperless process

robust growth strategies, stay up-to-date on technology and
innovation, and incorporate best practices for broadening their
service offerings and increasing efficiency.

• Automated assignment of items to home office
employees in both Operations (based on which
form(s) are used) and Compliance (based on your
3012 supervisor).

Last, but most certainly not least, we ended the year on a
strong note with respect to our investments in our community
– something we believe is as important to our business as any

• Parallel processing within the home office
between Operations and Compliance to reduce
processing time

other initiative. Our internship program with the Massachusetts
Department of Child and Family Services continues to grow,
and this year we organized our first Career Night for young
people served by the Department who are entering the

We will provide more information as we get closer
to a firm-wide launch.

workforce. We also continued our annual tradition of bringing
Christmas to local families via the Salvation Army, in addition
to our ongoing donations and support to multiple causes.
We’re poised for growth, we’ve invested for consistency and

Our new advisory platform which is currently in pilot, is

quality, and we’re looking forward to another great year for all

already becoming a jewel in our technology crown, and we’re

of us. You’ll be hearing more from us as we continue to report

looking forward to a firm wide launch in March.

back – in the meantime, don’t hesitate to get in touch to talk
about what else we can do to support you in 2018.

Increased efficiency and robustness translates into the real
potential to increase profits, widen your client base, and far

Thanks so much for joining us on this journey.

more easily support a DOL-friendly service and pricing model.
A few other investments include our new e-signature and

Jennie Devlin

workflow capabilities that will replace Trac, our current

President and Chief Risk Officer

workflow system,

and make the paperwork process even

more seamless for you and your clients. We have also invested
$100,000 in hardware to enhance our system reliability and
responsiveness.
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Compliance Corner
To Text or Not to Text?

We continue our investments in new resources, services, and
technology to help you manage risk and grow your business.

We’ve strongly advised against texting clients
in the past as a way of reducing regulatory
risk, but it can be a difficult restriction in the
modern world.

Your input in these endeavors has been central to ensuring
we get things right – not only to protect your customers, but
keep to make risk management simple and effective for you
and your business.

What do you think? Should we have systems
in place for everyone to be able to text in a
compliant way?

We all invested a lot in getting ready for the implementation of
the DOL rule. In fact, Cantella’s preparedness garnered respect
and attention from others within the industry. Our transition
guide, Shifting Into Gear, started as an effort to compile critical

We want your feedback!

information for our financial advisors, but ended up generating
a wave of interest from our clearing firms and a wide range of
advisors, RIAs, and broker/dealers looking for a higher level of
insight and engagement.
In other news, I recently won the FINRA District 11 elections

1. Service Model Guide

for a 3-year term representing the interests of mid-size firms.

If you haven’t already worked with your home office supervisor

As you all know, our CEO, Jay Lanstein, just finished his 3-year

to put together your service model, we encourage you to get

term in this role. This is the only elected position for mid-

started. This is far more than a compliance document: It’s a

size broker/dealers in the North region, and we consider it a

plan for strengthening and scaling your business for the long

significant part of representing your needs and priorities to a

run.

broader audience.
With a clear idea of your value and positioning, you’ll have a
greater opportunity to clarify your sales message, streamline

The Reality of the DOL Rule… and the
Partial Postponement

your operations, price your services and help your business
grow. Also keep in mind that your service model should be a
living document: it can and should evolve with your business.

While portions of one of the most significant rule changes
in recent memory have been postponed, critical pieces are

In other words, DOL Rule or not, formalizing your service

already in effect. Most notably the new – and much broader

model could not be more important.

– definition of fiduciary and the Impartial Conduct Standards
that go along with it.

2. Financial Planning Tools

Regardless of what occurs with the portions of the rule that

You have a service model: Next comes the advice. One of the

are in limbo, namely the fate of the BIC Contract, there are

key features of the DOL Rule was the strengthening of the

several steps to help you document your compliance with the

suitability standard into a best interest standard. That implies

rule today. We believe these practices should be an essential

a truly individualized process for making recommendations –

part of your business strategy, not just from a risk management

which is something clients are also increasingly demanding,

process standpoint, but also with a view towards efficiency

regardless of what the rules say. Cantella has a number of

and growth.

excellent financial planning tools available that make it easier
than ever to conduct detailed analytics on specific client

Cantella’s approach will remain well thought-out and measured

situations and offer truly personal advice.

as we see how the rule plays out. Please visit www.cantella.
com for our grid detailing the status of the various portions of

Please reach out for help if you’d like an introduction or need

the DOL Rule.

help using them!
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3. Best Interest Template
There continues to be industry-wide confusion as to how
an advisor can reasonably document whether an investment
recommendation is in a client’s best interest. What’s needed
to build “enough” of a case? How exactly should you explain
yourself?
Having a service model and using financial planning tools can
be one part of the puzzle; our Best Interest Template is another.
Use it to help structure your client notes, document key data
points, and provide firm footing for your recommendations.

4. Rollover Form
Rollovers represent a specific advisory situation with a specific
set of risks and realities. Our Rollover Form walks you through
the justification process behind recommending a rollover
and provides a critical piece of backup in documenting your

Effective in May: Transaction Information Disclosures

process.

A recently-approved amendment to FINRA Rule 2232 means
that we’ll be sharing more information about fixed income

In addition to the items mentioned above, Cantella’s new

securities trades that meet certain criteria. Namely, we’ll be

Managed Assets Platform will give you a real edge in terms

disclosing the mark-up or mark-down on most fixed income

of clear client communications and risk management, not

trade executed with retail customers, in addition to the mark-

to mention increased efficiency and a more robust service

up or mark-down, every retail confirmation, will now include a

offering.

link to a FINRA trading data webpage with more information
about the bond.

Upcoming Rule Changes

Keep the Open Dialogue

Effective in February: FINRA Senior Investors Rule and
Trusted Contact Person

You know your clients and the real world effects of these rules

If you have clients who are retired or approaching the senior

on your practice better than anyone. As always, we want to

years, this is a critical rule change for your business. Visit www.

know what you think and what you are hearing from clients, so

cantella.com for some of the tools and resources available to

please don’t hesitate to call us with questions and suggestions.

help you educate yourself on matters relevant to senior clients,
fostering strong relationships with these clients, tips on trying

If you missed 2018’s first Quarterly Compliance Call, please

to get the younger generation involved early in the process,

listen to the recording on www.cantella.com. Much of the

and keeping an eye on the risk factors that can affect decision-

above is addressed in detail, along with helpful questions and

making throughout as clients age.

comments from your peers.

Effective in May: Changes to Customer Due Diligence

All the best,

We’ll be implementing a few key changes to the critical cus-

Sheelagh

tomer due diligence process. More information coming soon.

Chief Risk Officer
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